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BUX Zero, Europe’s Fastest-Growing Investing
App, Becomes Ireland’s First Zero-commission
Neobroker
BUX continues to scale across Europe adding Ireland to the
growing list of countries where the next generation of investor can
start doing more with their money

AMSTERDAM, NL — June 20, 2021 — BUX, Europe's fastest-growing neobroker, has

officially launched its zero-commission investing app, BUX Zero in Ireland, making it the first

exclusively mobile platform to offer investing in the country.  
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Ireland will be the sixth country where BUX has launched since it’s inaugural release in the

Netherlands in September 2019. BUX recently announced an $80 million (€67 million) funding

round. With increasing appetite across Europe for simpler ways to start investing, particularly

with a younger generation, BUX is focusing efforts on scaling internationally. 

Yorick Naeff, CEO of BUX, said, “At BUX, our goal is to create a new, more equitable financial

future where anyone has the opportunity to invest and put their money to work. As Europe’s 

financial services landscape undergoes rapid change, BUX Zero is giving consumers more

options when choosing what to do with their money. Providing an avenue for direct investment,

BUX Zero is making commission-free investing accessible for both first time and existing

investors by allowing them to easily invest in companies they know and believe in.’’  

Regulated by the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten - AFM),

and with over 500,000 clients across Europe, BUX Zero has established itself as Europe’s go-to

neobroker and is currently available in the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, France, Belgium

and now Ireland with plans to expand further across Europe in 2021. 

For more information, visit getbux.com.

-ENDS-

About BUX

Having over 500,000 clients, BUX is Europe's fastest-growing neobroker and has been making

it easy and affordable for Europeans to do more with their money since 2014. BUX's flagship

platform, BUX Zero, is making commission-free investing accessible, intuitive, and affordable

for both first time and existing investors allowing them to invest in a large suite of shares or

ETFs they care about. BUX Zero is currently available in the Netherlands, Germany, Austria,

France and Belgium.

The full range of BUX products, including BUX Crypto which allows users to invest in real

cryptocurrencies, and BUX X, where users can trade in contracts for difference (CFDs), are

available across multiple countries in Europe. Headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands,

the company is backed by some of the most prominent international Venture Capital firms.

The investment services of BUX Zero are authorised and regulated by the Dutch Authority for

Financial Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten - AFM). BUX X, a trading name of BUX

Financial Services Limited, is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FCA Register

number 184333. The services of BUX Crypto are offered by BUX Alternative Investments BV
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